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This         is         a         great         walk,         with         much         to         offer
photographers         and         those         who         only         have         a         day         in
Katoomba.         The         walk         descends         into         the         valley         from
Solitary         Kiosk         before         climbing         up         the         scenic         (and
steep)         Furber         steps         and         soaking         up         the         views
around         the         rim         of         the         valley.         A         great         way         to         take         in
both         the         valley         and         the         cliff         tops         of         Katoomba.
Blue         Mountains         National         Park

Length:
Time:
Climb:
Style:
Rating:
Where:
Transport:

9.4         km
5         hrs         30         mins
985         m
Circuit
Track:         Hard
3         km         SE         of         Katoomba
bus         car

Visit www.wildwalks.com  for more info
Side         trips         and         Alternate         routes         mentioned         in         these         notes         are         not         included         in         the         tracks         overall         rating,         distance         or         time         estimate.         The         notes         only         describe         the         side
trips         and         Alternate         routes         in         one         direction.         Allow         extra         time         for         resting         and         exploring         areas         of         interest.         Please         ensure         you         and         your         group         are         well         prepared
and         equipped         for         all         possible         hazards         and         delays.         The         authors,         staff         and         owners         of         wildwalks         take         care         in         preparing         these         notes         but         will         not         accept
responsibility         for         any         inconvenience,         loss         or         injury         sustained         by         using         these         notes         or         maps.         Please         take         care         and         share         your         experience         through         the         website.
Please check park closures, weather information and Fire Danger Rating just before leaving for your walk. Walk maybe closed during Total Fire Ban.
GPS for start and end of this walk:-33.7216,150.3195

 National Parks Association of NSW - Learn more about the NPA www.npansw.org.au  
 Walk with a club - Enjoy bushwalking and make new friends                                                (community announcement) 
 The NPA is more than just a bushwalking club. We are a conservation group that helps protect natural places
 As a member you can join any of our 1000 guided walks each year and enjoy our quaterly Magazine 'Nature NSW'. 
 Membership fee is just $65 per year, concession fee also available. Learn More...   

 Solitary Kiosk and Restaurant    
 Solitary Restaurant offers fine dining in a heritage-listed building overlooking the beautiful Jamison Valley, as well as
housing a kiosk for a more casual lunch. The kiosk is open for lunch 7 days a week, from 10am to 4pm (opens 11am
weekdays in winter). The kiosk provides a casual dinning experience, with breakfast foods from $10 and lunches around
$15 per dish. The restaurant is open for lunch 7 days from 12-4.30pm, and dinner on Fridays and Saturdays from 6pm.
Light lunches start from $14, and dinners from $55 for a mouth-watering 2 course meal. Contact details - 90 Cliff Drive,
Leura Falls Ph: 02 4782 1164. More info  

Int of Cliff Drive and Prince Henry Cliff Walk to Int of Federal Pass and Jamieson Lookout Tracks 
  0.1km 4 mins 
 (From S) From Cliff Drive, opposite the car park behind Solitary Restaurant, this walk follows the 'Prince Henry Cliff
Walk to Federal Pass' sign, down the short set of wooden steps to the intersection with the Echo Tree Lookout track. 
 Turn right: From the intersection, the walk heads along the bush track, away from the Echo Tree Lookout, winding along
the well-defined bush track for a short while before coming to the signposted intersection of the track to Leura Forest. 
 Turn left: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Leura Forest' sign along the bush track, winding down the hill for a
short while before dropping down a set of wooden steps, to the signposted intersection with the 'Jamieson Lookout'
track.  

Int of Federal Pass and Jamieson Lookout Tracks to Jamieson Lookout  0km 1 mins Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 0.14 km) Turn sharp left: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Jamieson Lookout' sign along the short bush
track to the rock shelf at the Jamieson Lookout.
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then veer left to continue along this walk.)  

 Jamieson Lookout    
 Jamieson Lookout is a fenced lookout at the east end of the Federal Pass track, and just off Prince Henry Cliff Walk.
The lookout has a bench seat and provides great views up the Jamison Valley, along Kings Tableland escarpment and
past Mount Solitary. The lookout is perched up on a large rock buttress, giving views unobscured by trees.  

Int of Federal Pass and Jamieson Lookout Tracks to Fern Bower  0.1km 3 mins 
 (From 0.14 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the dirt path, heading down the long set of
wooden and rocky steps. The walk winds down past a picnic chair under a cliff overhang, and continues down the steps
into the valley and through the forest to the Fern Bower information sign.  

 Fern Bower    
 Fern Bower is an especially pleasant part of the Blue Mountains National Park, protected from heat and providing a
great environment for fern trees, bracken ferns and moss to thrive. Fern Bower is a signposted area along the Federal
Pass walking track, just below Jamieson Lookout and next to Linda Creek. This is a nice place to stop, rest and enjoy the
bird noises.  
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Fern Bower to Lila falls crossing  0.3km 10 mins 
 (From 0.23 km) Continue straight: From the information sign, the walk follows the track down the steps, passing a 'Rich
History' information sign before coming down to the signposted intersection with the Amphitheatre track, at the top of a
metal staircase. 
 Turn right: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Federal Pass Leura Forest' sign down the long metal staircase, to
cross the bridge over Linda Creek in front of Lila Falls.  

 Lila Falls    
 Lila Falls is a thin waterfall on Linda Creek. The Federal Pass crosses the creek (on a bridge) in front of these falls, just
below the intersection with the amphitheatre. The waterfall is not the most spectacular one in this valley, but it is a nice
cool spot to catch your breath.  

Lila Falls crossing to Marguerite Cascades  0.2km 10 mins 
 (From 0.57 km) Continue straight: From the Lila Falls, this walk follows the track heading down the hill, winding down a
wooden walkway keeping the creek to the left. The track hugs the rock wall and passes under a shallow overhang. The
walk continues down a staircase, then turns back down into the gully where it come to the taller and slender Linda Falls.
After passing Linda Falls the walk follows the wooden steps down through the gulley, crossing the creek again before
heading down to the Marguerite Cascades.  

 Marguerite Cascades    
 Marguerite Cascades are a series of small cascades finishing with a taller waterfall of a few metres height, dropping into
a shallow sandy pool. The cascades are on Linda Creek and a small bridge crosses the creek at the base of the falls as
part of the Federal Pass walking track. The cascades are a nice place to sit and listen to the water running and the local
birds in this cool shady area.  

Marguerite Cascades to Leura Forest  0.3km 10 mins 
 (From 0.75 km) Continue straight: From the 'Marguerite Cascades', this walk follows the timber steps downhill, winding
steeply for a short while until coming to an intersection with a faint track, marked with a timber 'Federal Pass' sign, just
beside a foot bridge. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, this walk crosses Linda Creek just below a pleasant cascade using the foot bridge with
a handrail. This walk then continues along the bush track that winds along the valley floor, to the signposted 'Leura
Forest'. From here, the walk continues along the wide bush track, passing a few picnic tables, and winding through the
forest to an open area with a large gazebo and an information sign at the intersection of the Federal Pass and the
Dardenelles tracks.  

 Leura Forest    
 Leura Forest is a great picnic area in the Jamison Valley at the junction of the Federal Pass and Dardenelles Tracks.
This place was home to a popular tea house (also known as 'Lady Carrington Dining Hall') from the late 1800's. Today
walkers can still enjoy the historic rotunda and the foundations of the original tea house. The picnic area provides a great
rest spot under the shade of the lilli pilli and coachwood forest.  
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Leura Forest (Int of Federal Pass and Dardenelles Tracks) to Int of Furber Steps and Veras Grotto Track  3.3km 1
Hrs 35 mins 
 (From 1.07 km) Continue straight: From Leura Forest, the walk follows the 'Federal Pass' sign towards 'Scenic Railway'.
Shortly after crossing a small creek using a little bridge, the track begins to steadily go downhill then flatten out. The
environment surrounding the bush track at this point is quite dense and, while very pretty, it is difficult to see views of the
surrounding area, although there are occasional glimpses of Sublime Point Service Trail on the left. After a while, the
track begins to steadily climb to a signposted intersection with 'Dardenelles Pass'. There are several signposts and a
bench seat. 
 Veer left: From the intersection, the walk follows the 'Federal Pass' sign towards 'Scenic Railway', keeping the main cliffs
on the right. Not long after the intersection, the track passes 'under the sisters' rock formation (signposted). From here,
the track turns and continues along a relatively stretch and, at several points, passes some notable rock formations and
caves embedded in the cliffs. There are occasional good views that are not shrouded by the trees. The walk continues
until coming to the base of Katoomba Falls, crossing these using a metal bridge know as 'Cooks Crossing'. (Just across
the bridge, there is a picnic table.) 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk heads south-west away from Katoomba Falls along the bush track,
soon passing the signposted 'Turpentine Tree'. Shortly after this tree, the track comes to an intersection with another
bush track and set of stairs (on the right, signposted as 'Furber Steps'). 
 Turn right: From the intersection, this walk heads up the stairs. After the first section, the walk flattens out slightly as it
zigzags up the hill. The track also goes under several large overhangs before coming to an intersection and a 'Vera's
Grotto' sign.  

Int of Furber Steps and Vera's Grotto Track to Vera's Grotto  0km 3 mins Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 4.38 km) Turn right: From the intersection, the walk follows the 'Vera's Grotto' sign along the bush track, winding
down a set of wooden steps to Vera's Grotto Lookout at the bottom.
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then continue straight to continue along this walk.)  

 Vera's Grotto    
 Vera's Grotto is a pleasant little spot located amongst the cascades on Witches Leap creek. This is a great area for
lunch on a hot day, as it is always kept cool by the falls and the shade from the surrounding trees. When venturing to the
grotto, you may be lucky enough to spot the Whistler and Yellow Robins. Superb Lyrebirds are also heard and even
seen frequently in the surrounding area.  

Int of Furber Steps and Vera's Grotto Track to Rainforest Lookout  0.2km 5 mins 
 (From 4.38 km) Turn left: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Scenic Skyway' sign up the wooden steps and
across the short wooden boardwalk to the other side. The track continues with the hand railing on the left, until reaching
the base of the Furber Steps. From here, the walk continues up the concrete steps, zigzagging steeply up the side of the
cliff, until reaching the Furber Lookout at the base of the last flight of steps. 
 Continue straight: From the Furber Lookout, this walk heads up the concrete stairs, climbing to the top. 
The walk passes the 'Furber Steps' signpost and continues along the bush track, winding up along the side of the hill
until coming to the intersection of the Furber Steps and the Lynes Point tracks. 
 Turn left : From the lookout, this walk follows the bush track, heading down the short metal staircase to the intersection
of the Lynes Point bush track at the bottom. 
 Continue straight: From the lookout, this walk heads up the stairs, climbing to the top. Here it continues along the bush
track, winding past a large rock overhang with a bench seat underneath and through the forest for a short while, to the
signposted intersection of the 'Underfalls Walk'. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, the track follows the bush track heading up the hill, winding up through the
forest for a short while. Soon the track bends slightly around to the right and comes to the Rainforest Lookout, at the
base of the set of wooden steps.  

 Rainforest Lookout    
 Unlike many lookouts in the area, Rainforest Lookout does not offer sweeping valley views. Instead, this lookout offers
an opportunity to get up close and personal with the canopy of the rainforest. Spend some time in the cool shade
listening to the birds and Witches Leap creek passing by. A sign at the lookout explains that there once were wood-fired
barbeques here for picnics, but removed due to the toll on the local environment.  
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Rainforest Lookout to Int of Katoomba Falls Round Walk and Juliets Balcony Track  0.1km 1 mins 
 (From 4.55 km) Turn left : From the Rainforest Lookout, this walk heads up the wooden steps, climbing to the top where
it comes to a 'T' intersection with the 'Round Walk' track. 
 Turn left: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Scenic Skyway' sign down the wooden steps, then flattens out for a
short distance before continuing up the other side, climbing up the long, steep set of wooden steps. At the top, the walk
comes to the intersection of the Round Walk and the Juliets Balcony track (unsignposted).  

Int of Katoomba Falls Round Walk and Juliets Balcony Track to Juliets Balcony  0km Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 4.63 km) Turn left: From the intersection, this walk heads up the short set of wooden steps, winding up to the
raised rock platform, and along the bush track to the edge of the fenced-off rock shelf.
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then veer left to continue along this walk.)  

 Juilets Balcony    
 Juliets Balcony is a spectacular lookout, perched on top of a rock buttress near Orphan Rock, under the Scenic Skyway.
The lookout provides sweeping views of the start of the Kedumba Valley, from Katoomba Falls to the Three Sisters. The
lookout is accessed by a staircase, off the Furber Steps track. The fenceline continues along the lookout, forming a long,
fenced balcony.  

Int of Katoomba Falls Round Walk and Juliets Balcony Track to Vanimans Lookout  0.1km 3 mins 
 (From 4.63 km) Veer right: From the intersection, this walk heads to the top of the metal stairs. The track then continues
steeply up through the bush, climbing to Vanimans Lookout.  

 Vaniman's Lookout    
 Vaniman's Lookout is a fenced, long and narrow lookout on the cliff edge, opposite Reids Plateau. The view looks
directly over the Three Sisters across the Kedumba Valley, under the Scenic Skyway. The lookout was considered one
of the finest views on the Three Sisters in the 1900's. The lookout was named after Chester Melvin Vaniman in 1905, a
well-know adventurer and artist from the USA, who visited the Blue Mountains in 1903. More info  

Vanimans Lookout to Int of Katoomba Kiosk Track and Prince Henry Cliff Walk  0.3km 5 mins 
 (From 4.74 km) Turn left: From Vanimans Lookout, this walk heads up the wooden steps, climbing up the hill through
the bush until it comes to the intersection with the Prince Henry Cliff Walk. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, the walk follows the 'Caravan Park' sign along the bush track that winds along the side
of the hill, heading through the forest to the signposted intersection of the Prince Henry Cliff Walk at the back of the park,
near the Katoomba Falls Kiosk.  

Int of Katoomba Kiosk Track and Prince Henry Cliff Walk to Int of Katoomba Kiosk Loop and Witches Leap Track 
0km 1 mins 
 (From 5.03 km) Veer right: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Reids Plateau' sign down the concrete stairs,
passing a 'Greenspace Project' sign. The walk continues down to the bottom of the stairs and to the intersection of the
Katoomba Falls Walk and the Prince Henry Cliff Walk (unsignposted).  

Int of Prince Henry Cliff Walk and Reids Plateau loop to Int of Solitary Lookout track and Prince Henry Cliff Walk 
0.1km 2 mins 
 (From 5.06 km) Turn left: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Prince Henry Cliff Walk' signpost down the
hardened footpath, winding down some wooden steps to the bottom of the hill, where it flattens out and continues
through the forest for a short distance before coming to the intersection of Solitary Lookout track.  

Int of Solitary Lookout track and Prince Henry Cliff Walk to Solitary Lookout  0km 1 mins Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 5.13 km) Turn right: From the intersection, this walk heads down the wooden steps and along the bush track,
winding through the forest for a short while before dropping down some concrete steps to Solitary Lookout.
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then turn right to continue along this walk.)  

 Solitary Lookout    
 This unnamed lookout, near Katoomba falls, looks straight out across the Kedumba Valley to Mount Solitary. Although
the Three Sisters are not visible, visitors can see Narrow Neck plateau and Ruined Castle to the right. The lookout is
fenced, and there is a chair where you can sit and watch the Scenic Skyway go back and forth.  

Int of Solitary Lookout track and Prince Henry Cliff Walk to Kedumba River lookout  0.1km 3 mins 
 (From 5.13 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, the walk follows the footpath down the gentle hill for a short
distance and arrives at the Kedumba River lookout.  
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 Kedumba River lookout    
 This unnamed, fenced lookout is at the bend in the track along Kedumba River, at the top of Katoomba Falls. The
lookout gives great views across the valley to Mount Solitary and Narrow Neck. There are also glimpses of the
Katoomba Falls as it drops away, far into the valley below.  

Kedumba River lookout to Katoomba Cascades  0.2km 4 mins 
 (From 5.19 km) Veer left: From the lookout, this walk heads north along the bush track, winding along the left-hand side
of the gully. The walk comes to the Kedumba River and follows it upstream through the forest, until the track bends down
to the river crossing, just downstream of the cascades.  

 Katoomba Cascades    
 Popular with locals and visitors alike, these picturesque cascades are on the Kedumba River. The cascades are nestled
in the bend on Cliff Drive, near Katoomba Park. There are stepping stones across the creek at the bottom of the falls and
a bench seat in the shade. There are a few small clearings where visitors can sit and enjoy the falls.  

Katoomba Cascades to Katoomba Falls Park  0.1km 3 mins 
 (From 5.37 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk crosses to the eastern side of the creek and
continues up the wooden steps, winding to the top of the hill. From here, the track bends to the right and continues along
through the park for a short while until coming to the intersection of Cliff Drive.  

Katoomba Falls Park to Cliff View Lookout  0.3km 5 mins 
 (From 5.5 km) Turn right: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Cliff View Lookout' signs south-west along the
footpath, which winds through the bush, bending around to the south and continuing past several information signs with
Braille translations for the sight-impaired, until it comes to the intersection of the eastern Scenic Skyway tracks. 
 Continue straight: Keeping the eastern Skyway platform to the left, this walk follows the footpath winding south past the
'Scrub She-oak' information sign and continuing along the footpath to 'Cliff View Lookout'.  

 Cliff View Lookout    
 This large, fenced wheelchair-accessible lookout provides great views over the valley to Mount Solitary and Narrow
Neck Plateau. Inside the Blue Mountains National Park, this lookout has a number of signs explaining the surrounding
environment - these are also in Braille. This lookout does not view the Three Sisters, but there is a clear view of Orphan
Rock and Scenic World.  

Cliff View Lookout to Wollumai Lookout  0.2km 5 mins 
 (From 5.79 km) Turn left: Keeping the lookout and the valley to the right, the walk follows the bush track heading up and
away from the cliffs, winding through the thick scrub until it passes a picnic bench, and continues along for a short while
to Wollumai Lookout.  

 Wollumai Lookout    
 Wollumai Lookout is a small, fenced lookout on the side of the Prince Henry Cliff Track. The lookout is on a sandstone
platform at the base of a cliff, and looks over a much larger drop into the Jamison Valley. There is a bench seat to enjoy
the views over the valley, including Mount Solitary, Narrow Neck and glimpses of the Three Sisters.  

Wollumai Lookout to Allambie Lookout  0.1km 3 mins 
 (From 6.03 km) Continue straight: With the lookout and the valley to the right, the walk follows the bush track as it winds
along the side of the hill through thick scrub for a short distance, before heading down some concrete steps and
continuing through a patch of tall gum trees, until it comes to the Allambie Lookout.  

 Allambie Lookout    
 Allambie Lookout is a small, fenced lookout on the side of the Prince Henry Cliff Track. The lookout provides an
opportunity to enjoy the valley view and the sights of the Three Sisters, Kings Tablelands and Mount Solitary.  

Allambie Lookout to Lady Darley Lookout  0.1km 4 mins 
 (From 6.13 km) Continue straight: From Allambie Lookout, this walk follows the bush track heading east, keeping the
lookout and the valley to the right. The walk winds down a few wooden steps and continues along the bottom of a short
rock cliff. The track then comes to base of a long set of wooden steps which it climbs to the top, coming to a short metal
staircase which leads up to the Lady Darley Lookout.  
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 Lady Darley Lookout    
 Lady Darley Lookout is a moderately-sized, fenced lookout, found on the Prince Henry Cliff Track. The lookout can also
be accessed directly by a track from Panorama Drive. There is an information sign describing the view and the traditional
naming of the natural features. The panoramic views from the lookout are great, from Kings Tableland on the left to
Mount Solitary, Narrow Neck and parts of Scenic World on the far right.  

Lady Darley Lookout to Kedumba View  0.2km 5 mins 
 (From 6.27 km) Veer right: From the lookout, this walk follows the 'Grand Cliff Top Track' sign towards Echo Point,
heading down the wooden steps and along the side of the hill. After a short while, the track joins onto a concrete
footpath, coming to the Kedumba View at the information sign a short distance later.  

Kedumba View to Int of Echo Point and Queen Elizabeth Lookout tracks  0.2km 5 mins 
 (From 6.47 km) Turn left: Keeping the Kedumba View to the right, the walk follows the footpath along the side of the hill,
winding through the bush until coming to the intersection of the Echo Point and the Queen Elizabeth Lookout paths.  

Int of Echo Point and Queen Elizabeth Lookout tracks to Echo Point  0.1km 3 mins 
 (From 6.69 km) Veer left: From the intersection, this walk heads up the concrete ramp, climbing up the gentle hill to
Echo Point.  

 Echo Point    
 Echo Point is the Blue Mountains' most famous lookout, home to one of the best photo opportunities for the Three
Sisters. Visited by over two million tourists each year, this popular spot also serves as the starting point for numerous
bush walks of various grades, securing its position as one of the most popular locations in the Blue Mountains.  

Echo Point to Echo Point Archway Intersection  0.1km 4 mins 
 (From 6.75 km) Veer left: From Echo Point, this walk heads away from the view, towards the visitor centre and the toilet
block. On the other side of the visitor centre, the track comes to the start of a footpath which winds under an archway,
signposted as the way to the Three Sisters  

 Echo Point Visitor Information Centre    
 This modern building at Echo Point is a great source of information. It is open daily from 9am-5pm (except Christmas
Day). There is a large range of books, maps and information about the area (and ice creams). There are toilets opposite
the entrance, (including wheelchair-accessible facilities). For more information, phone 1300 653 408. More info  

Echo Point Archway Intersection to Int of Lady Game Lookout Track and the Three Sisters Footpath 
  0.4km 5 mins 
 (From 6.86 km) Veer right: From the archway, this walk follows the lower of the two footpaths heading away from Echo
Point, for approximately 30m, before coming to the intersection of the Spooners Lookout track. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk heads down the gentle hill and along the footpath. This soon flattens
out for a short period before climbing back up to the intersection of the Prince Henry Cliff Walk. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, this walk follows the footpath heading away from the 'Y' intersection and bending
around to the right. The path winds down the long, gentle hill until it flattens out, coming to an unnamed lookout opposite
the intersection of the Prince Henry Cliff Walk and the Three Sisters footpath. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the footpath down the gentle hill, keeping the cliffs and the
valley down the hill to the right as it winds down to the intersection of the Oreades Lookout Track.  

 Lady Game Lookout    
 Lady Game Lookout is a narrow, fenced lookout above the Three Sisters. The track to this lookout starts just near the
archway which marks the start of the Giant Staircase. Lady Game Lookout provides a bird's-eye view over the Three
Sisters and is a popular stop whilst exploring the area.  

Int of the Lady Game Bushtrack and the Three Sisters Footpath to Int of Prince Henry Cliff Walk and Lady
Carrington Lookout Tracks  0.3km 5 mins 
 (From 7.29 km) Turn sharp left: From the intersection, the walk follows the bush track up the rock steps and continues
up the ridge, coming to an intersection with another track, signposted as the 'Prince Henry Cliff Walk'. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, the walk follows the 'Leura Cascades' sign along the bush track, winding around
through the bush and following the cliffs (further down the hill to the right) around the valley until coming to the
intersection with the Lady Carrington Lookout track.  
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Int of Prince Henry Cliff and Lady Carrington Lookout Tracks to Lady Carrington Lookout  0km 1 mins Optional
Side Trip: 
 (From 7.64 km) Turn right: From the intersection, this walk heads out to the cliffs, going down a small flight of stairs and
following the metal railing. Shortly after, the walk breaks out onto a fenced-off rockshelf, signposted as Lady Carrington
Lookout.
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then veer right to continue along this walk.)  

 Lady Carrington Lookout    
 Lady (Cecelia) Carrington was wife of Lord (Charles Robert Wynne) Carrington. The couple explored parts of the Blue
mountains in the late 1800's and had a number of places named in their honour. Lady Carrington Lookout is long, narrow
and fenced (twice). The lookout is perched up on a sandstone block and provides views over Jamison Valley.  

Int of Prince Henry Cliff and Lady Carrington Lookout Tracks to Tallawarra Lookout  0.2km 4 mins 
 (From 7.64 km) Veer left: From the intersection, the walk follows the 'Leura Cascades' sign along the bush track which
winds through the forest, gradually climbing up a long gentle hill. The track then flattens out and follows a metal
fence-line to the 'Tallawarra Lookout' shortly after (marked on some maps as 'Tallawalla Lookout').  

 Tallawarra Lookout    
 Tallawarra Lookout is a small, fenced lookout near Silver Mist Picnic Area, along Prince Henry Cliff walk. The lookout
provides an excellent view of Sublime Point and Kings Tableland. Leura Falls and Gordon Creek both flow through the
valley below. There are a few bench seats just near the lookout. (Note: the lookout is marked as 'Tallawalla Lookout' on
some maps.)  

Tallawarra Lookout to Millamurra Lookout  0.1km 2 mins 
 (From 7.81 km) Veer left: From the lookout, this walk follows the 'Leura Cascades' sign along the bush track winding
around the edge of the valley for a short while before coming to the fenced-off rock platform signposted as 'Millamurra
Lookout'.  

 Millamurra Lookout    
 Millamurra Lookout is on a fenced, elevated rock platform on the side of the Prince Henry Cliff Walk. There are views of
the Jamison Valley, including the Leura Falls Creek and Sublime Point. There is also a great view along the Kings
Tableland escarpment to the right.  

Millamurra Lookout to Lomandra Lookout  0.7km 10 mins 
 (From 7.87 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the bush track, keeping the valley down to the
right, as it continues along for a short while before coming to the Honeymoon Lookout, which is up the hill on the
left-hand side of the track. The track passes the lookout and comes to the intersection of the bush track heading up to
the lookout straight after. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, the walk follows the bush track, keeping the valley and the cliffs down the hill to
the right as it winds through the forest, until it comes to the signposted 'Honeymoon Point', shortly after the metal fence
starts of the right. 
 Veer left: From the intersection, this walk follows the bush track heading away from the lookout, keeping the valley down
the hill to the right as it winds down a set of wooden steps to the signposted Banksia Streamlet. 
 Continue straight: Keeping the valley down the hill to the right, the walk crosses the streamlet at the wooden bridge. The
track continues up the wooden steps on the other side to the top of the hill, where the track flattens out and continues
past a picnic chair and along the side of the hill to the Lomandra Lookout.  

 Lomandra Lookout    
 Lomandra Lookout is a fenced lookout along Prince Henry Cliff Walk, near Katoomba. Unlike other lookouts in the area,
there are no sweeping distant views, but atop this cliff there is a great close-up view of the canopy of the surrounding
bush. There is a bench seat on the rock platform, making a nice place for a rest.  

Lomandra Lookout to Int of Prince Henry Cliff Walk and Burrabarroo Lookout Tracks  0.3km 5 mins 
 (From 8.62 km) Continue straight: From the Lomandra Lookout, this walk follows the bush track, keeping the valley
down to the right, as it winds through thick forest along the side of the hill, winding all the way around and up a set of
wooden steps to the signposted intersection of the 'Burrabarroo Lookout' track.  
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Int of Prince Henry Cliff Walk and Burrabarroo Lookout Tracks to Int of Cliff Drive and Prince Henry Cliff Walk 
0.4km 5 mins 
 (From 8.95 km) Veer left: From the intersection, the walk follows the 'Leura Cascades' sign, climbing up the wooden
steps and continuing along the bush track that winds through the forest, until coming to the intersection with the
Carrington Park track. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Leura Cascades 1km' sign down the wooden steps and
along the bush track, winding through the forest until coming to the signposted intersection of the 'Leura Forest' Track. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Leura Cascades' sign along the well-defined bush track,
winding through the bush to the signposted intersection of the Echo Tree track at the bottom of the short set of stairs. 
 Turn left: From the intersection, this walk follows the short set of wooden steps up to Cliff Drive, opposite the car park
behind Solitary Restaurant.  

 A         list         of         paper         topographical         maps         that         cover         this         walk
Six Foot Track 1:50 000 Map Series
 Katoomba 1:25 000 Map Series
 Katoomba 1:100 000 Map Series

 Nearby         outdoor         and         camping         stores
Paddy Pallin 166 Katoomba St Katoomba (02) 4782 4466
Summit Gear 80- Bathurst Rd Katoomba (02) 4782 3018
Summit Gear 11 Ross St Glenbrook (02) 4739 4373
Boots Great Outdoors Shop 25 Home Centre Wolseley St Penrith (02) 4733 5744
Simdra Pet & Hobby Mart 45 Main St Lithgow (02) 6352 4422
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Map         Scale         1         km

Base         map         is         used         under         licence         and         is         (c)         Department         of         lands                           Panorama         Avenue         Bathurst         2795                           www.lands.nsw.gov.au
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